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        IT Basic Track Walkthrough

        
           
        
      

      
        
          The track has been designed to lay a foundation of knowledge, skills and confidence you would need to ace your placement season and achieve your dream job.
        

        	This track covers the following topics:
	C/C++ - Basic
	OOPS - Basic
	Data Structures - Basic
	Algorithms - Basic
	Networking - Basic
	Database Management System - Basic
	Operating Systems – Basic


        	Aptitude
	Verbal Abilities
	Quantitative Abilities
	Logical Reasoning


        	Why choose this Track
	You want to strengthen your foundation for IT placements
	You desire to learn and apply concept from the scratch
	You want to build the foundation for getting placed for advanced IT jobs
	You are looking to make a transition from Core Branches to IT but have no background knowledge
	You are targeting entry level jobs in reputed companies
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        IT Intermediate Track Walkthrough

        
           
        
      

      
        
          The track has been designed to improve your knowledge; skills and confidence you would need to ace your placement season and achieve your dream job.
        

        	This track covers the following topics:
	C/C++ - Intermediate
	OOPS - Intermediate
	Data Structures - Intermediate
	Algorithms - Intermediate
	Networking - Intermediate
	Database Management System - Intermediate
	Operating Systems – Intermediate


        	Aptitude
	Quantitative Abilities
	Logical Reasoning


        	Why choose this Track
	You want to build on your foundation for IT placements
	You desire to learn more concepts and its application for placements
	You want to build the foundation for getting placed for advanced IT jobs
	You are looking to make a transition from Core Branches to IT and have some background knowledge
	You are targeting entry level jobs in reputed companies
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        IT Advanced Track Walkthrough

        
           
        
      

      
         
          The track has been designed to build advanced knowledge and skills and impart confidence you would need to ace your placement season and achieve your dream job.
        

        	This track covers the following topics:
	C/C++ - Advanced
	OOPS - Advanced
	Data Structures - Advanced
	Algorithms - Advanced
	Networking - Advanced
	Database Management System - Advanced
	Operating Systems – Advanced


        	Aptitude
	Verbal Abilities
	Quantitative Abilities
	Logical Reasoning


        	Why choose this Track
	You want to learn advanced concepts for placements
	You have a strong foundation and want to build on the same
	You are targeting specific high paying jobs
	You want to improve your placement package
	You are targeting entry and mid level jobs in reputed companies


        	Why choose this Track
	You want to learn advanced concepts for placements
	You have a strong foundation and want to build on the same
	You are targeting specific high paying jobs
	You want to improve your placement package
	You are targeting entry and mid level jobs in reputed companies
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        Mechanical Engineering Track

        
           
        
      

      
         
          The track has been designed to build advanced knowledge and skills and impart confidence you would need to ace your placement season and achieve your dream job for Mechanical Core companies
        

        	This track covers the following topics:
	Fluid Mechanics
	Thermodynamics
	Mechanics of Materials
	Strength of Materials
	Machine Design
	Heat Transfer
	Automobile Engineering


        	Aptitude
	Verbal Abilities
	Quantitative Abilities
	Logical Reasoning


        	Why choose this Track
	You want to gear yourself up for placement in Mechanical Engineering companies
	You have a good foundation in Mechanical Engineering and want to build on the same
	You are targeting core Mechanical Engineering jobs
	You want to improve your placement package
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        Civil Engineering Track

        
           
        
      

      
        
          The track has been designed to build advanced knowledge and skills and impart confidence you would need to ace your placement season and achieve your dream job for Electrical Core companies
        

        	This track covers the following topics:
	Construction Material
	Construction Management
	Design of concrete structures
	Design of Steel structures
	Fluid Mechanics
	Environmental and Water Resource Engineering
	Strength of Materials
	Fracture Mechanics
	Geotechnical Engineering
	Surveying
	Transportation Engineering


        	Aptitude
	Verbal Abilities
	Quantitative Abilities
	Logical Reasoning


        	Why choose this Track
	You want to gear yourself up for placement in Electrical Engineering companies
	You have a good foundation in Electrical Engineering and want to build on the same
	You are targeting core Electrical Engineering jobs
	You want to improve your placement package
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        Electrical Engineering Track

        
           
        
      

      
        
          The track has been designed to build advanced knowledge and skills and impart confidence you would need to ace your placement season and achieve your dream job for Electrical Core companies
        

        	This track covers the following topics:
	Electrical Circuits
	DC Machines
	AC Machines
	Power Systems
	Control Systems
	Measurements and Instrumentation
	Analog Electronics
	Digital Electronics
	Power Electronics


        	Aptitude
	Verbal Abilities
	Quantitative Abilities
	Logical Reasoning


        	Why choose this Track
	You want to gear yourself up for placement in Electrical Engineering companies,
	You have a good foundation in Electrical Engineering and want to build on the same,
	You are targeting core Electrical Engineering jobs,
	You want to improve your placement package,
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        Sales & Marketing Track

        
           
        
      

      
        
          The track has been designed to brush up and develop the fundamental skills needed to land an entry level job in the sales and marketing space
        

        	This track covers the following topics:
	Fundamentals of Management
	Marketing Environment
	Marketing Strategy
	Marketing Research
	Consumer Behavior
	Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning
	Sales Management
	Digital Marketing
	Services Marketing
	Marketing Communication


        	Aptitude
	Verbal Abilities
	Quantitative Abilities
	Logical Reasoning


        	Why choose this Track
	You want to gear yourself up for placement for companies hiring for Sales and Marketing profiles
	You want to gain confidence on the fundamentals of sales and marketing
	You are looking to change your track from technical domain to business domain
	You want to improve your placement package
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        BPO Track

        
           
        
      

      
        
          The track has been designed to kick-start your journey into the BPO sector by equipping you with the fundamental skills needed to excel in a customer facing job
        

        	This track covers the following topics:
	Stress management
	Stability
	Adaptability
	Taking initiatives
	Process orientation
	Handling repetitive tasks
	Customer delight
	Team work


        	Aptitude
	Verbal Abilities
	Quantitative Abilities
	Logical Reasoning


        	Why choose this Track
	You want to gear yourself up for placement for companies hiring for Sales and Marketing profiles
	You want to gain confidence on the fundamentals of sales and marketing
	You are looking to change your track from technical domain to business domain
	You want to improve your placement package
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          Book your Calendar on
Sunday, 20th October | 8-9 PM IST
 to learn Tips and tricks to ace the online assessments
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